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From Geoges Perec's 'Species of Spaces' (1974)



Hugh:

This year I've been running a community art project called The Map Project looking at how local 
people feel about public space in East Cambridge. You can find out more at 
www.plinqs.com/themapproject and come and find us in the Covent Garden Drama Studio at the the 
Mill Road Winter Fair on the 7th December.

Flora:

I am part of Hiru Dance Organisation and have an interest in bringing dance to unexpecting 
audiences. The last Hiru project was situated in a shop in Elephant and Castle Shopping Centre 
transformed into a pop-up home for performance. More recently, I did a freelance project '45 
Dances for the people of Ham' – a six-week residency in a library making a new site-specific piece.

http://www.plinqs.com/themapproject




This is Lewis Herbert, City Counsellor for Coleridge ward. He has 
a longstanding interest in planning issues in Cambridge.

He's not happy about the 'cb1' development that is happening 
around Cambridge station & he wants to make sure any 
redevelopment of the Clifton Road area (behind the Junction) is 
done in the best way possible (see article on the next page).

You can contact him at lewis.herbert@cambridge.gov.uk
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Industrial estate redevelopment must not be 
'another cb1' – councillor

Monday 15 July 2013

Written byCHRIS HAVERGAL 

Plans to build up to 550 homes east of Cambridge station must not become “another cb1”, a 
councillor has warned.

Clifton Road industrial estate has been earmarked for major redevelopment in the city council’s 
draft local plan but Cllr Lewis Herbert, who represents Coleridge, said the plans would need to be 
carefully considered.

The council hopes Clifton Road could be turned into a “vibrant, highly accessible new mixed use 
area” within the next 20 years, with employment and leisure premises as well as homes and open 
space.

Cllr Herbert said residents were not enthusiastic about the precedent set by cb1, the huge project on 
the west side of the station, arguing the architecture was not to everyone’s taste and that some 
promised benefits - a multi-storey car park, for example - had not materialised.

Cllr Herbert said: “Our main issue is that we don’t want to see another cb1 where a lot of promises 
were made and in 10 years we’ve only had half of them delivered.

“It’s a 9.5ha area, which is a major site and only slightly smaller than the total of cb1, so we are 
working to ensure there are sensible plans for the area and proper involvement of the community.

“It’s important what’s promised happens, and doesn’t get continually changed as with cb1.”

Some residents have complained that cb1 is filled with ‘anywhere’ architecture which is too 
metropolitan and does not fit in with the rest of Cambridge, and Cllr Herbert said these concerns - 
which also apply to some other new developments - had to be taken on board.

He said: “Coleridge has taken more than its fair share of over-developed sites, we have got the 
Belvedere, the Levels, the Marque and Cambridge Leisure Park, and residents are rightly concerned 
that we are just going to get more average or below-par buildings.”

The draft local plan says the potential for building new cycle and footbridges over the railway - or 
improving existing ones - should be considered as part of any redevelopment of the industrial estate.

Parking restrictions in the area may also have to be reconsidered, planners said.

Cllr Herbert added: “The big question is transport. There is never a proper transport assessment of 
major sites like this.

“The county council usually says there are problems but they can be mitigated, but ‘mitigated’ often 
means gridlock on our major roads at peak hours.”

The draft local plan will be consulted on this summer.
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